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Biographical Description for The
HistoryMakers® Video Oral History
with Emery N. Brown

person

Brown, e. n. (emery n.)
Alternative Names: emery n. Brown;

Life Dates: December 20, 1956-

Place of Birth: ocala, Florida, UsA

Residence: Brookline, MA

Work: Cambridge, MA

Occupations: statistician; Anesthesiologist; neuroscientist

Biographical Note

statistician, anesthesiologist and neuroscientist emery n. Brown was born in ocala,
Florida to Benjamin Brown and Alberta Brown. After graduating from phillips exeter
Academy in 1974, Brown enrolled at Harvard University and went on to earn his B.A.
degree in applied mathematics in 1978 before spending one year as an International
rotary fellow at the Institut Fourier des Mathèmatiques pures in Grenoble, France.
Brown returned to Harvard University and graduated in 1984 with his A.M. degree in
statistics, his M.D. degree in anesthesiology from Harvard Medical school (HMs) in
1987 and his ph.D. degree in statistics in 1988.

Brown completed his internship in internal medicine in 1988 at the Brigham and
Women’s Hospital in Boston and his residency in anesthesiology at the Massachusetts
General Hospital (MGH) in 1992. Following completion of his residency he joined the
anesthesiology staff in the Department of Anesthesia at MGH and the faculty at
Harvard Medical school as an instructor. In 1999, he joined the faculty of the Harvard-
Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT), Division of Health sciences and
Technology at HMs. In 2005, Brown was named a professor of computational
neuroscience and professor of health and sciences technology at MIT. In 2006, he
became the Massachusetts General Hospital professor of Anesthesia at HMs; and, in
2008, he was named the Warren M. Zapol professor of Anesthesia at HMs. Brown was
internationally recognized for using statistics in the development of signal processing
algorithms in order to study how systems in the brain represent and transmit
information and for his use of functional neuroimaging to study in humans how
anesthetic drugs act in the brain to create the state of general anesthesia. He has
developed statistical methods to: study learning and memory formation; design
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algorithms for neural prosthetic control; improve signal extraction from fMrI imaging
time-series; localize dynamically sources of neural activity in the brain from
electroencephalography (eeG) and magneto-encephalography (MeG) recordings;
measure the period of the circadian pacemaker (human biological clock) and its
sensitivity to light; characterize the dynamics of human heart beats in physiological and
pathological states; and de-noise two-photon in vivo imaging data.

Brown has been recognized for his work throughout his career. In addition to being one
of the most cited African American mathematicians, in 2000, Brown won the national
science Foundation (nsF) Minority Career Advancement Award, a national Institute
of Mental Health Independent scientist Award, and in 2007, an national Institutes of
Health (nIH) Director’s pioneer Award. He has been named a fellow of several
prominent professional organizations including the American Institute for Medical and
Biological engineering, the American statistical Association, the American Association
for the Advancement of science (AAAs), and the Institute of electrical and electronics
engineers (Ieee). Brown is also a member of the Institute of Medicine of the national
Academy of sciences (nAs).

emery n. Brown was interviewed by The HistoryMakers on April 22, 2013.
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